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Research problem: combining system elements without risking to fall

into lock-in(s) in advanced transitions

• As sustainability transitions unfold and stabilize around different combinations of old and new system

elements, new path dependencies and consequent lock-in(s) might develop [1].

→Emergent lock-in: the lock-in effect is not resulting from the incumbent system, but occurs potentially

during the transition pathways.

• Research gap: Most works in sustainability transition studies don’t focus on

→ emergent lock-in(s) [2] in advanced transitions [3]; and

→ analysis of the strategies to prevent this risk, rather referring to some common knowledge solutions.

• Target: elaborate a structured overview of general strategies to deal with potential lock-in in unfolding 

sustainability transitions through a systematic literature review.
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Strategy Definition Visualisation Characteristics and 

Relation to lock-in

1) Robust solutions Choosing solutions that are 

sufficiently performing in 

every kind of pathway [4]; 

[5]

-It is exclusive to keeping 

options open;

-It aims at robustness.

2) Keep options open Developing a range of 

different options as long as 

possible to keep them 

available [6];[7]

-It aims at optimality;

-Postpone decisions;

-Options that seems 

promising although 

affected by uncertainty are 

developed;

-It needs an ‘exit-plan’.

3) Bridging solutions They deal with the 

unavailability and the 

economic unviability of the 

best option by building a 

bridge to low carbon 

sources [8];[9]

-It aims at optimality;

-Postpone decisions;

-It needs an ‘exit-plan’.
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Strategy Definition Visualisation Characteristics and 

Relation to lock-in

4) Identify branching points Identify major decision 

points on a pathway where 

actors’ agency reacting to 

pressures, determine 

whether and in which ways 

the pathway is pursued 

[10];[11];[12]

-Change directionality;

-Postpone branching 

points;

-It allows re-evaluation/ it 

brings up momentum for 

re-evaluation 

5) Contingency planning Plans that report the 

‘triggers’, indicating the 

necessity for defensive or 

corrective actions of the 

measure(s) or even 

complete re-evaluation 

[13];[14]

-Change directionality;

-It allows re-evaluation 

6) Granular solutions Develop the options that 

display medium- smaller 

unit sizes; lower unit 

investment costs; are 

modular [15]

-It aims at optimality;

-It allows rapid 

technological change
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Thank you for your attention!
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